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Abstract 

A weak e-net for a set of points M, is a set of points W (not necessarily in M) where every 
convex set containing eiMI points in M must contain at least one point in W. Weak e-nets have 
applications in diverse areas such as computational geometry, learning theory, optimization and 
statistics. Here we show that, if M is a set of points quasi-uniformly distributed on a unit 

sphere sd-l, then there is a weak €-net w ~ JRd of size o((d
2

lo,d)k") log(kd/e)log(l/e)) for 

M, where kd is exponential in d. A set of points M is quasi-uniformly distributed on sd-l, if 
for any spherical cap C ~ sd-l with Vol(C) ~ c1/IMI, we have 

c2 Vol(C) ~ IC n Ml ~ c3 Vol(C) 

for three positive constants c1, c2, and c3. 
Further, we show that reducing our upper bound by asymptotically more than a log(l/e) 

factor directly implies the solution of a long unsolved problem of Danzer and Rogers. 

1 Introduction 

A weak €-net for a set of points M is a set of points W (not necessarily in M) such that every 
convex set containing EIMI points in M must contain at least one point in W. 

Estimating the smallest possible size of weak €-nets has attracted considerable attention recently. 
See, for example, [1, 6, 5, 14] . Furthermore, many researchers have found applications of €-nets in 
computational geometry, learning theory, optimization, and statistics, see Matousek's chapter [13], 
for example. 

In general, when M can be an arbitrary point set in JRd, the known bounds for the minimum 

size of Ware 0(11€) lower and 0((1l~)logc"(1IE)) upper, where Cd is an exponential function of 
d, see Chazelle et al. [6]. H M is a planar set, there is a 0(11€2 ) upper bound, see Alon et al. [1]. 

There are better upper bounds for special cases. When M is in convex position on the plane 
Chazelle et al. [ 6] give an upper bound of 0 ( ( 1 I €) lo~0g2 3 ( 1 I €)). When M is a set of points 
uniformly (or quasi-uniformly) distributed on a circle, a bound of 0((1IE)210g•(l/€)) obtained by 
Capoyleas [5), was later improved to the optimal 0(11€) by Chazelle et al. [6). As stated in the 
abstract, a set of points M is quasi-uniformly distributed on the unit sphere sd-l in JRd, if for any 

•This a.uthor wa.s supported by the ESPRIT Ba.sic Research Actions Program, under contract No. 7141 (project 
ALCOM II). 

tThis author's research wa.s primarily done while a.t the Coura.nt Institute, New York University. Partially sup
ported by a.n IBM gra.dua.te fellowship, by NSF gra.nt CCR-9122103, a.nd generously funded by the European Com
mission with a. research fellowship of the Huma.n Ca.pita.l a.nd Mobility (HCM) programme. 
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spherical cap C ~ sd-l with Vol(C) 2: cl/IMI, we have c2 Vol(C) ::S IC n Ml ::S c3 Vol(C) for three 
constants c1, c2, c3 > 0. 

In this note, we consider the special case when M is a set of points quasi-uniformly distributed 
on the sphere sd-l' ford 2: 3. 

A famous problem of Danzer and Rogers, asks how many points can stab all convex subsets of 
the unit square that have area e. That is, how many points do we need in a set W' to be sure that 
all convex subsets of the unit sphere of area e contain a point of W'. See Unsolved-problem E14 
in Croft, Falconer, and Guy [8] and it is in the discussions in [1, 3]. The presently known bounds 
for the size of the smallest possible stabbing set are 0(1/e) lower and 0((1/e)log(l/e)) upper, but 
it is generally believed that the answer is likely to be non-linear in 1/e. 

In Section 2 we review the necessary background for the rest of the paper. In Section 3 
we show that n points quasi-uniformly distributed on a sd-l sphere have weak e-nets of size 
O((~log(d)kd/e)log(kd/e)log(l/e)) and we give bounds for kd. Finally, in Section 4, we prove that 
any lower bound for Danzer and Roger's problem, is also a lower bound for the size of the weak 
e-nets we are considering. 

Special dependencies of the constants on e and d will be noted as necessary. 

2 Foundations 

This section begins with some foundations that are used throughout the rest of this paper. 
We are always operating in JRd for some constant d. Let x = ( z1, · · ·, Zd) and y = (y1, · · · , Yd) 

be any two points, then we define the distance function in the usual way as 

The d-dimensional sphere sd-l with radius r is the set of points 

Where the d-dimensional ball Bd with radius r is the set of points 

The d-dimensional cube on the interval [s, t], where s < t is [s, t]d and this cube has sides of size 
t- s, so a !-dimensional cube is just the interval [s, t]. 

Given a non-empty set of points X ~ JRd, we represent the convex hull of X = {p1, · · · , Pn} as 

conv(X) = { t, lliPi : f ai = 1, Vi : n 2: i 2: 1, and we have 0 ::S tli E JR } . 
i=l 

A subset 'H. ~ JRd is a hyperplane if 

'H = { (z., ... ,z,)EJR', t.•;•;=b, and (a.,···,a,);f(O,·· · ,O) } · 

Furthermore, the next two sets are halfspaces relative to the hyperplane 'H., 

{ (z1,·· · ,zd) E IRd: 
d 

(a1,···,ad) ::fi (0, · · · ,0)} 'H.+ LlliZ• < b and 
t- ' 

i=l 

{ ( Zl'. 0 0 'Zd) E IRd : 
d 

(a1,···,ad) ::fi (0,·· ·,0)}. 'H.- LlliZ " > b and 
t- ' 

i=l 
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A convex polytope P in JRd is the convex hull of a finite set of points in JRd. Clearly, the convex 
polytope Pis homeomorphic to some ball Bk. In fact, we write dim(P) = d if P is homeomorphic 
to the ball Bd. 

Finally, a (bounded) d-simplex is a convex polytope P C IRm, for m ~ d, such that dim('P) = d 
and P consists of d + 1 vertices. 

Now, let us recall some basic facts about e-nets, for example see the papers [11, 4, 7], or the 
books [2, 15, 17]. A range spaceS is a pair (X, R), where X is a set and R is a set of subsets of X 
(that is, R is a subset of the power set of X). The members of X are elements. Members of Rare 
ranges. For some constant e, 1 > e > 0, a subset N ~X is called an e-net of S iff N contains one 
point in each ranger ER with lrl > eiXI. It is easy to see that if R is the power set of X, then an 
e-net must have at least (1 - e)IXI points. 

A subset A ~ X is said to be shattered by R, if every subset of A can be obtained by intersecting 
A with some range in R. That is, A ~ X is said to be shattered by R if {An r : r E R} is the 
power set of A. 

The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of the range space (or VC-dimension, for short) is the 
cardinality of the largest shattered subset of X. If no such largest subset exists, the VC-dimension 
is infinite. 

Proposition 1 gives a bound on the size of an e-net, in terms of the VC-dimension of the 
underlining range space. For weak e-nets however, no such proposition is proved. There is no 
obvious way to use the theory of range spaces and €-nets, to bound the size of weak €-nets, as we 
will do in this paper. 

Vapnik and Chervonenkis first proved the following result in a more general context. Later 
using probabilistic methods, Haussler and Welzl [11] proved the next proposition in terms of e-nets. 

Proposition 1 (Haussler and Welzl [11]) Let S = (X, R) be a range space of finite VC
dimension and let 1 > e > 0 and lXI ~ 1/e1 . Then there exists an e-net forS of size 0((1/e)log(1/e)). 

Where we know 0 ( ( 1 I e) log( 1 I e)) is independent of the size of X. Taking the dimension into 
account, Haussler and Welzl actually showed that for a range spaceS ofVC-dimension d, thee-net 
for S is of size at most 

r 8€d log 8€dl 

and they gave a lower bound of 11(~). Later, Blummer et al. [4] showed that Haussler and Welzl's 
upper bound could be lowered. Further, Pach and Woeginger improved these results and so did 
Kom16s (see [12, 16] and [13]). Together in [12] they gave the next upper bound and showed that 
it is tight 

r 8d 11 ( 1 + o( 1))-; log ~ 

ford~ 2. 

Given a range space S = (X, R), we writeR* to be the closure of the rangeR under standard 
boolean (set theoretic) formulas. 

Proposition 2 (Haussler and Welzl [11], Dudley [10], and Wenocur and Dudley [18]) 
Let S = (X, R) be a range space of finite VC-dimension and let k be a natural number. Suppose every 
range in R* can be expressed by a boolean formula, involving k elements of R. Then S* = (X, R*) 
also has finite VC-dimension. 

Furthermore, Haussler and Welzl actually showed that if the VC-dimension of S is d, then the 
VC-dimension of the new range spaceS* is O(dklog(dk)), see also [2, 17, 13]. 

1The relation :z: > y means :z: is larger than y by at least a sufficiently large constant. 
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3 The Construction 

In this section we prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 3 Given a set M of n quasi-uniformly distributed points on sd-1 , then there exists a weak 
€-net W for M such that 

where kd is exponential in d. 

Let the sphere sd-1 have unit surface volume and center 0. Take the sequence of concentric 
spheres with different radii, 

S d-1 sd-1 sd-1 
1 ' 2 ' · · · ' llog(>.df€)J-1 

all centered at 0; and sphere st;l is properly contained inside of the sphere st-l' for i : 
llog(Ad/€)J > i ~ 1. And Sf-1 is inside of sd-1. (We will discuss the purpose of Ad shortly.) 

Consider a hyperplane 'Hi tangent to Sf-1 that cuts off a spherical cap Ci from sd-1 . We choose 

the sizes of the spheres Sf-1 so that the volume of the spherical cap Ci is ~- See Figure 1. 
In the rest of this section, we will prove that it is possible to put 0 ( ( Ji log( d)ka/ €) log( ka/ €)) 

points on each sphere Sf-1, Llog(Ad/€)J > i ~ 1, so that the points on all the spheres together, 
form a weak €-net for M, as stated in Theorem 3. 

2£ 

Figure 1: Spheres S1 , Si and Si with their Spherical Caps Shaded 

The proof of Theorem 3 rests on the next two lemmas. 
The intuition of the next lemma is that given a set of points whose maximum distance is large, 

then we can find a big subset contained in a ball that is a sufficiently large distance from at least 
one point. 

Lemma 1 let M be a set of n points with diameter 5 in JRd. For any real number A~ 1, there is a 
ball Bd of radius r = 6f and center p that contains at least nj Ad of the points in M and there is a 
point q E M for which dist(p, q) ~ 5/2. 
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Proof: Let 5 'be the diameter of M. (For a set of points M in Euclidean space, the diameter is 
just the maximal distance between any two points.) Then we can show by induction on d that M 
is contained in ad-dimensional cube with sides of size 5. Therefore it can be covered by >..d cubes 
with sides of size 5/ >... By the pigeon-hole principle at least one of these cubes must contain at least 
nj>..d points of M. 

Let Bd be the smallest ball containing this cube and let Bd have center p. Consider two points 
in M which are at a distance of 5 from each other. Of these two points, let q be the one whose 
distance from pis greater. Clearly, dist(p, q) ~ ~ and just the same we can compute the bound on 
r using the Pythagorean theorem. I 

The next lemma is used for showing that we will always have a sufficiently large subset of a 
convex set that intersects some inner sphere Sf-1

• More precisely, the central projections we are 
using are roughly volume and area preserving. 

Lemma 2 Let sd-1 and Td- 1 be two concentric spheres centered at 0 and Td-1 is inside of sd-1 . 

Let 'H. be a hyperplane tangent to Td- 1 cutting off a spherical cap C from sd-1 with center p and 
diameter 5. Let q E sd-1 be so that dist(p, q) ~ k5, where k > 1 and it is sufficiently large. Choose 
any two points a, bE C, where the lines a-q and b-q intersect 'H. and Td- 1 , at the pairs of points (a', b') 
and (a", b"), respectively. Then, the distances dist( a, b), dist( a', b'), and dist( a", b") are roughly equal; 
in particular 

1 _ .!:_ < _d_ist-,.:("-a,'-b~) 
k dist( a', b') 

and 
dist(a,b) 1 

dist(a", b") < 1 + k" 

Proof: Intersect sd-1 , Td-1 , and 'H. by the 2-d.imensional plane determined by the points a, b, 
and q. Now obtain an equivalent plane geometry problem. The required conditions follow from 
the law of similar triangles from elementary geometry. That is, two similar triangles have their 
corresponding angles equal. Further, edge lengths of two similar triangles are different by the same 
multiplicative constant. 

These similar triangles bound the distance along the arcs of the spheres. · This completes the 
proof. 1 

q 

Figure 2: Spheres sd-1 and Td-1 with C at the top and the points a, b, a', b', a", and b" shown 

Suppose we have a set M of points that are quasi-uniformly distributed on the sphere sd-1 . 

Our goal is to place the points of Won all of the spheres Sf-1, fori: Llog(>..dj€)J > i ~ 1, so as to 
stub the convex hull of every K ~M, with IKI ~ €1MI. 
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Consider such a set of points K and choose a large constant Ad for some A > 1. By Lemma 1, 
and for sufficiently large A, there is some K' ~ K, where IK'I;::: €jKj/Ad and q E K, such that K' 

is in some spherical cap C of sd-l and also in a ball B of radius r = 6f where 6 is the diameter 
of the set K. The spherical cap C has diameter 61 , base hyperplane 'H., center p and the value of A 
can be chosen so that dist(p, q) > k161. where k1 is large. (That is, k161 ~ ~-) 

We can increase 51 by a factor of less than 2 and have 'H. touch one of the spheres in our 
sequence, call it Td-l, without violating any of the other conditions already established. This is 
because sphere Sf-1 and hyperplane 'Hi cut off a spherical cap Ci with tf surface volume, where 
we can adjust the value of A to make it so that 61 is changed appropriately. Since each successive 
hyperplane cuts off double the volume of the previous one, then the diameter of each successive 
spherical cap must less than double. (Note that k1 will still be large.) 

We arrange the points in W so that conv(K' U {q}) is stabbed by (that is, it contains) at least 
one of the points of W that we will distribute on Td-l. To this end, consider the set, 

I= conv(K' u {q}) n Td-l. 

A spherical simplex on a sphere sd-1 is the intersection of sd-1 and d halfspaces. 

Claim 1 Let c be a large constant independent of d. The set I contains a spherical simplex A. with 
Vol(A.) > €/(2dd!Adc). 

Proof: Let KJ.t. denote the image of K' on 'H., under a central projection through the point 
q. By Lemma 2, this projection does not affect distances by more than a small constant factor. 
Clearly, conv(KJ.t.) ~ conv(K' U {q}) and Vol(conv(KJ.t.)) ;::: €/(Adc'), for some constant c'. But 
then, conv(KJ.t.) contains a spherical simplex A., with Vol(A.) > €j(c"2dd!Ad), for some constant c". 

(Given a convex body in d dimensions of volume V= €/(Adc') it must contain a simplex of volume 
at least V/(2dd!).) 

Centrally project the mapping from A through q, onto Td-1 , to obtain A.~ I. A. is a spherical 
simplex, and by Lemma 2, we know that Vol(A.) > €J(c2dd!Ad). 1 

Next, we show how to place 

points of W on Td- 1 , so that they stub every spherical simplex on Td-l of volume €/ c. 
Let us construct range spaces S = (X, R) and S* = (X, R*) as follows. Let X be a set of points 

quasi-uniformly distributed on Td-l, lXI ~ 1/€. Let R be all the sets that are intersections of X 
with halfspaces. Let R* be the sets that are intersections of X with spherical simplices. The range 
spaceS has VC-dimension roughly d; by Proposition 2 the VC-dimension of S* is 

O(dklog(dk)) = O(d2 logd) 

since k =d. 
Clearly, every spherical simplex on Td-l of volume €/(2dd!Adc), contains at least €1XI/(2dd!Adc') 

points of X, for some constant c', by the quasi-uniform distribution of the points of X . By 
Proposition 1, S* has an ( E/2dd!Adc")-net N, for some constant c" and where 

Hence N stubs all spherical simplices A on Td- 1 , with Vol(A) ;::: €/(2dd!Adc). 
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We can finish the construction of W, simply by repeating this construction of N for each Sf-1
. 

We have to iterate this process at most log(..Xdl€) times. Letting kd = 2dd!..Xd for some constant 
.X> 1, the bound in Theorem 3 can be expressed tightly as 

4 Relation to a problem of Danzer and Rogers 

In this section we show that jWj, the size of the weak €-net for points quasi uniformly distributed 
on a sphere, is asymptotically at least as big as the size of the smallest stubbing set for Danzer and 
Rogers 's problem. 

Danzer and Rogers posed the following problem [9] : 

Given a unit square how many points are necessary to hit every convex set of area 
€ contained in the square? 

See Unsolved-problem E14 in Croft, Falconer, and Guy [8]. 

Theorem 4 Let M be a set of points quasi-uniformly distributed on a 3-dimensional sphere S2 and 
let W be a weak €-net for M, 0 < € < 1. Let W' be a set of points in a unit square, such that every 
convex subset of the square with area € contains a point in W'. Then IWI = O(IW'I). 

Proof: Consider a sphere S2 with big constant radius R and center 0 and a horizontally placed 
unit square, touching the sphere at the point vertically above the cent er 0. Let M be quasi
uniformly distributed on S 2 and let W be a weak €-net for it. Centrally project W onto the square, 
to obtain W' , 0 being the center of the projection. 

Now consider any convex subset of the square, call it C. Clearly, I= 5 2 n conv(C U 0) contains 
roughly area(C)IMII41r R2 points of M (See Lemma 2). H area( C) ~ EcR, c being large, then 
conv(I) must contain a point of W and since conv(I) ~ conv(I U 0), C must contain a point of 
W' . Therefore W' stubs all convex subsets of the square that have area €CR. 1 

This theorem points out that if we shave off more than an asymptotic log( 1 I €) factor from the 
weak €-net for the sphere S2 , then we can shave off more than a constant from the solution of 
Danzer and Rogers's problem. 

Let us briefly consider the case where we allow M to be arbitrarily distributed on sd-1. By a 
simple generalization of the above method, we can show that any upper bound on the size of the 
weak €-net of M, is also an upper bound on the size of weak €-nets of points arbitrarily distributed 
in JRd-1. 

The best known bound for the size of weak €-nets of points arbitrarily distributed in JRd-1 is 
0( ( 11~-1 ) logc4 - 1 (11€)) by Chazelle et al. [6]. This bound is considered hard to improve. 

5 Conclusions 

As we noted in the introduction, the best upper bound for a weak €-net for any set M in JRd 

is 0( ( 11 ~) logc4 (11 €)) where cd is exponential in d and is due to Chazelle et al. [6]. Here we 

show how to construct a weak €-net for points quasi-uniform distribution on a sphere sd-1 with 
O((c:Plo~d)lect) log(kdiE)log(1IE))points in our weak €-net, for kd exponential in d. Our discussion 

in Section 4 leaves little hope for improving our bound by more than a log( 1 I €) factor or for 
generalizing our bound for points arbitrarily distributed on the sphere. 
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